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Abstract 

Even the simplest, most basic requirement we make of translation cannot be met without 

difficulty: one cannot always match the content of a message in language A by an 

expression with exactly the same content in language B, because what can be expressed and 

what must be expressed is a property of a specific language in much the same way as how it 

can be expressed.  

(Winter 1961: 98, quoted in Baker 2011: 92) 

 

 Translation cannot be done without difficulties and constraints, no matter what languages 

are involved. It is more so in translating between English and Kurdish, which are marked by 

different linguistic systems and socio-cultural incongruities. When encountered with translation 

constraints, translators usually resort to employing translation procedures in a bid to eliminate such 

difficulties and ultimately achieve translation adequacy. This study aims to identify the patterns of 

translation constraints encountered when translating journalistic texts from English into Kurdish, as 

well as identify the patterns of translation procedures employed to overcome such constraints. The 

aim behind this endeavour is to first better understand the working process of professional or semi-

professional journalist-translators working into Kurdish, and secondly, to heighten trainee 

translators‟ awareness and introduce them to the nature and patterns of translation difficulties and 

the translation procedures undertaken to overcome such difficulties. 

 1. Introduction 

 Taking a qualitative approach, this study surveys the translation of 45 English journalistic 

texts along with their Kurdish translations. The data was originally collected for the purpose of my 

PhD thesis to identify the patterns of translation procedures and strategies employed in translating 

journalistic texts in the Kurdish media (for more details of the data, see Rasul 2015: 78).  
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 It is important to highlight at the outset that it is generally hard to identify what counts as a 

translation constraint, since translation constraints are bound to various factors such as the purpose 

of the translation, the nature of the target readership, the translator‟s level of experience, etc. What 

is considered a translation difficulty for an individual translator may not be problematic for another, 

depending on the level of competence, the translation resources available, etc. However, as a result 

of the analysis of the collected data, we can identify some general trends and phenomena that seem 

to have posed translation difficulties and constraints, and have required the translators to resort to 

various translation procedures. 

 2. Translation constraints at linguistic level  

 Different languages have different linguistic systems. This leads to translation difficulties 

between almost all languages. The most remarkable constraints encountered at linguistic level can 

be categorized into lexical, semantic and syntactic levels. 

 2.1 Lexical level 

 As far as the data is concerned, the patterns of difficulties encountered at the lexical level 

can be put into three categories: (1) lacunae in lexicon; (2) collocational constraints; and (3) limited 

range of word class of some TL equivalents. 

 2.1.1 Lacunae in lexicon 

 Vinay and Darbelnet (1995: 32) use the term „lacunae‟ to refer to “gaps […] in the target 

language (TL) which must be filled by corresponding elements, so that the overall impression is the 

same for the two messages”. The lacunae are “often associated with the problem of translation 

difficulties” (Anokhina 2013: 172). Although lacunae in the lexicon can belong to any type of 

lexical terms, in the case of translating journalistic texts from English into Kurdish, abstract and 

conceptual terms constitute the most common type. In the data, various translation procedures are 

employed to tackle the issue of lacunae in lexicon, as follows: 

a. Borrowing: this involves the use of foreign words in the target text (TT). In translations 

between English and Kurdish, lexical gaps constitute a major factor in implementing the 

borrowing translation procedure. For instance, having no Kurdish equivalent for the word 

conference, its English borrowing کۆًفڕاًص is used in translation into Kurdish. Likewise, 

since Kurdish does not have a ready equivalent for the term curriculum, its Arabic 

borrowing هًََِج is used in the Kurdish translation. 
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b. Generalization: this involves the replacement of a source language (SL) word by a more 

general word in the target language (TL). Generalization is a handy procedure when 

translators face a lexical gap. However, in translating by generalization translators may run 

the risk of meaning loss, since in generalization a piece of information or an aspect of 

meaning is always lost. Consider the translation of the word professor by generalisation as 

 ,‟where the TL word does not indicate „a teacher at the university level ,[‟teacher„] هاهۆضتا

unless the context suggests that. 

c. Particularization: it is the opposite of generalization; it involves the replacement of a 

source language word by a more specific word in the target language. The procedure can 

sometimes be used to overcome the problem of lexical lacunae, such as translating the term 

theocracy by particularization as ّڵاتێکی ئیطلاهی [„an Islamic country‟]. 

d. Near-synonymy: it is defined as “a near TL equivalent to an SL word in a context, where a 

precise equivalent may or may not exist” (Newmark 1988: 84). Translating by near-

synonyms seems to be one of the most practical and appropriate procedures to deal with the 

issue of lexical lacunae. Dictionaries and thesauruses, in general, can be particularly useful 

in this regard. For instance, translating abuse into its near-synonym تًْدّتیژی [„violence‟] 

and rendering dysfunctional economy as ئابُری شكستخواردوو [„failed economy‟]. 

e. Paraphrase: this is sometimes considered an ideal procedure in translating concepts 

expressed by the source items that are not lexicalized in the TL (Baker 2011: 38). Consider 

below the translation of the concept potential by paraphrase as َگَری ضَرکَّتي  possibility„] ئ

of success‟]. (For ease of understanding, the English ST extract is followed by its Kurdish 

translation, which is followed by its back-translation in square brackets). 

 Example 1: 

Iraq has a great deal of promise, a great deal of potential… 

 …لَبَردەهدایَ سوركووتنیزۆری ئوگورێكی َُیَ، زۆری تْاًایَمی عێراق

[„Iraq has a great deal of capacity, it has a great deal of possibility of success…‟] 

f. Omission: this occurs when an SL element (a word, a phrase, an utterance, etc.) is simply 

missed out in the translation. Rasul (2015: 210) claims that “omission seems to be a 

common characteristic of journalistic translation, especially when translators work under 

constraints of time and space”. As a dispreferred procedure, more than often not, translators 

omit a term or concept that lacks a one-to-one Kurdish counterpart, such as the omission of 
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the term would-be in the following example, which does not have a ready equivalent in 

Kurdish: 

Example 2: 

"Help from America can be misunderstood," one would-be Egyptian politician delicately explained 

to The Post a few days ago. 

ریکاٍّهَئَ ىلایَلَ تییارهَ" ًد،یاڕاگَپۆضتی ّاشٌتۆىبٍَّّریاییَبَ رّبَهَلَ رۆژێل ًدچَ هیطری دارێنیتوَضیاضَ

 ".بنرێت بۆ یٍّلێنداًَڵََُبَ مرێدٍ

 [„An Egyptian politician carefully told The Washington Post a few days ago: “Help from America 

can be misinterpreted”.‟] 

2.1.2 Collocational constraints 

 Collocation is defined as “the occurrence of two or more words within a short space of each 

other in a text” (Sinclair 1991: 71). Different languages have different collocation systems. This 

difference can sometimes result in odd collocations which, if not eliminated in the proofreading 

process, will sound unnatural in the TT. For instance, Kurdish has direct equivalents for low )ًسم( 

and chance )دەرفَت(. However, while low and chance collocate normally, their Kurdish equivalents 

do not collocate at all. Similarly, while create and job make a good collocation, their Kurdish 

equivalents درّضتکردى and کار do not come together naturally. As a handy procedure, translation by 

near-synonymy can be particularly useful to eliminate collocational discrepancies. Thus, one may 

translate low chance as دەرفَتی کَم [„little chance‟[ and create jobs as فَراَُهکردًی کار [„provide 

jobs‟].  

 2.1.3 Limited range of word class 

 The limited range of word class or word form is one of the immediate difficulties in 

translating from English into Kurdish, which makes direct translation impossible. The the analysis 

of the data suggests that Kurdish seems to be less flexible than English in the range of possible 

words that can be derived from a root word, or rather, English is perhaps more flexible than many 

other languages in this respect. For example,Kurdish has two equivalents for equipment (/َ کَرٍضت

َ/ًورٍ) but not for equipped.Likewise, Kurdish has two counterparts for rank as a noun (ئاهێر  but (پل

it does not have a related verb form. In the data, various translation procedures have been adopted 

to overcome the issue of limited range of word class, such as:  

a. Transposition: Transposition at the lexical level is mainly concerned with a shift in the word class. 

When the TL does not have a corresponding word class for a given SL word, the shift is obligatory. 
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For instance, Kurdish has an equivalent for the verb visit, but it does not have an equivalent for the 

agent noun form (visitor). Thus, as a possible translation procedure, the word can be rendered by 

transposition as in the phrase any visitor to the Kurdish region > ًًٌرێمی كُردستان ردانی ًٌسێك سهر ك

 .[‟anyone who visits the Kurdistan region„] بكات

b. Paraphrase: Paraphrase is often a practical, but not always a preferable, option to translate many 

words and terms that resist direct translation. Paraphrasing SL words with limited word class in the 

TL is not an exception. Consider the following extract, where the word visitor is paraphrased. 

Example 3: 

A visitor to Erbil, particularly, would be struck by the current consumer and construction 

boom. 

 ّ بٌیادًاى بْارییّتٌَپێشکَ ّبَ بێتدٍ رضامضَ تتایبَبَ کاتدهّلێرَُ ردانیسو کو بیانی سێکیکو رىو

 .تگْزاریخسهَ

[‘Any foreign person who visits Erbil would be particularly surprised by the development in 

the field of construction and services.‟]  

c. Near-synonymy: Occasionally, translation difficulties encountered due to limited range of word 

class can be eliminated by using a near-synonym, i.e. using a formally different but semantically 

related word. For instance, in the following extract, the translator chose to render visitor by its near-

synonym میُان [„guest‟], which is at the same time a more expressive term, since it has a warm 

connotation.    

Example 4: 

It is one of the few places in Turkey where neither blasting pop music nor flatscreen 

televisions entertain visitors… 

 فیسیۆًیلَتًََ ّ کاتدٍیفطازکَ کانیمیوانو پۆپ هۆضیقای باُۆزیًَ کَ تْرکیا یهَکَ شْێٌَ ًدچَ ّلَکێکَیَهَئَ

 …فلاتشاشَ

[„It is one of the few places in Turkey where neither blasting pop music nor 

flatscreen television entertains the guests…‟] 

d. Omission: It is practically possible to omit any bit of language in translation, although this always 

leads to meaning loss. In the data, more than often not, words marked by limited range of word class 

are simply dropped in the translation. For instance, Kurdish has an equivalent for increasing (زیاد دي

 but not for its adverb form increasingly. Consequently, the word increasingly is simply ,(کات

dropped in the translation of the following extract: 

Example 5: 
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Turkey has been playing an increasingly influential role in Iraqi politics… 

 …عێراقدا ضیاضی پاًیگۆڕٍلَ بگێڕێ ُێسبَ ڕۆڵێنی تییَتْاًیّْ تْرمیا

[„Turkey has been able to play a strong role in Iraqi political arena…‟] 

e. Translation couplets: other cases of limited range of word class are more sophisticated, and can be 

eliminated only by utilising two translation procedures or „couplets‟, to use Newmark‟s term (1988: 

91). For example, Kurdish has no equivalent for the verb reported or its noun form report, but the 

latter is used in Kurdish as a borrowing. So, the phrase the Financial Times reported is translated as 

 which involves transposition ,[‟according to a Financial Times‟s report„] پێی ڕاپۆرتێکی فایىاوشڵ تایمسبً

(a shift from verb to noun) as well as borrowing. Similarly, the term genocidal in the phrase a 

genocidal dictator has to be transposed and then borrowed into Kurdish as ًدکتاتۆرێکی تاَاوبار ب 

 .[‟a dictator accused of genocide„] جینۆسایذ

 As a final remark, the examples display a lack of consistency in the procedures used by 

different translators to deal with the same translation difficulty. The translations of the term visitor, 

discussed above, are clearly indicative of such inconsistency across the data, where different 

procedures (transposition, paraphrase and near-synonymy) are adopted by different translators to 

overcome the same translation constraint. 

 2.2 Semantic level  

 Since meaning and equivalence of meaning are at the core of translation, the semantic aspect 

of translation is in principal non-negotiable, however much actual translation may suggest 

otherwise. With regard to the data, the patterns of difficulties encountered at this level can be put 

into three categories: (1) limited range of meaning of some TL equivalents; (2) idioms; and (3) 

metaphors. 

 2.2.1 Limited range of meaning 

 The limited range of meaning of some Kurdish equivalents causes a real translation 

impediment. More than often not, English words and terms have to be translated into Kurdish near-

synonyms because of the limited semantic range of their supposed TL equivalents. For example, the 

semantic range of Kurdish equivalents for English words such as key
1
, roomand poor are mostly 

                                                           
1 It is worth noting that, as a new trend, the Kurdish word for key (کلیل) is nowadays also used in its non-

propositional sense, but its usage is limited to expressions such as وتن رکه کلیلی سه  *‘the key of success’+ and 

ری وه خته کلیلی به  *‘the key of happiness’+, possibly influenced by English.  
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limited to their propositional meanings, while these words have a wider range of meanings in 

English. In the data, these words are effectively translated by near-synonymy, as follows: 

• key ministries > َي زاري تً گرنگهکان [„important ministries‟[ 

• room for misunderstandings > ئهگهری بً ًٌڵًتێگًیشته [„possibility of misunderstanding‟] 

• poor service > تگُزاری ً  [‟lack of service„] كه می خسم

 

 2.2.2 Polysemy 

 Polysemy is defined as “a situation in which a lexical item has a range of different and 

distinct meanings or senses” (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2002: 239). Since sufficient knowledge 

of both the SL and TL is a prerequisite for anyone considering a translation career, translators are 

supposed to be familiar with the various standard meanings a lexical item has. Hence, in principle 

polysemy should not be a problem for competent and professional translators. The data, however, 

suggests that even translations produced by professional or semi-professional translators are not free 

from errors due to the issue of polysemy. For example, the term national has two major senses, as 

outlined in Collins English Dictionary (2006): (1) „of, involving, or relating to a nation as a whole‟, 

and (2) „of, relating to, or characteristic of a particular nation‟. In Kurdish, the first sense is 

translated as ًیشتیواًیی and the second sense as ًَتَّەیی. In rendering the phrases national 

reconciliation and Iraqi national feeling the translators opted for the first sense as ٍَّیی َت َّاییً  ئاشت

and ٍَّیی عێراقی َت  respectively. Given both terms are references to the Iraqi people as a ,َُضتی ً

whole, the second sense is the correct one and the phrases should have been translated as  ئاشتَّایی

  .respectively,َُضتی ًیشتیواًی عێراقی and ًیشتیواًیی

2.2.3 Idioms 

 Idioms are defined as “frozen patterns of language which allow little or no variation in form 

and […] often carry meanings which cannot be deduced from their individual components” (Baker 

2011: 67). Since idioms are language specific, and some of them are even culture-specific, they are 

bound to create difficulties in translations between all languages. Baker (ibid: 68) points out two 

main areas of difficulties in the translation of idioms: (1) “the ability to recognize and interpret an 

idiom correctly” and; (2) “the difficulties involved in rendering the various aspects of meaning that 

an idiom or a fixed expression conveys into the target language”. Failure to overcome one or both 

of the difficulties will result in nonsense or mistranslation.   
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 However, having recognised and interpreted an idiom correctly, translators can make use of 

various translation procedures to effectively handle idioms in translation, as follows: 

a. Calque: Vinay and Darbelnet (1995: 32) define „calque‟ as “a special kind of borrowing whereby a 

language borrows an expression form of another, but then translates literally each of its elements”. 

Translating idioms by calque involves replacing an SL idiom by a TL idiom that has similar 

meaning and form (Baker 2011: 76). According to Baker (ibid.), it is only occasionally possible to 

achieve this kind of match. When translating an idiom by a calque, both semantic and formal 

features of the idiom will be preserved, and at the same time accuracy will be achieved. Consider the 

extract below, where the idiom come to fruition is effectively translated into its Kurdish idiomatic 

counterpart: 

Example 6: 

Yet, that agreement never came to fruition; Allawi and Maliki failed to come to agreement over the 

distribution of power.  

 .ڵاتضَدٍ شکردًیدابَلَ بّْىًَ ّتّْرمَضَ هالینی ّ لاّیعَ كرٍَُّ مرىوبو ىاتونو رگیسىوّتٌَڕێککَ مئَ ڵامبَ

[„But that agreement never came to fruition, since Allawi and Maliki failed to come to agreement 

over the distribution of power.‟] 

b. Communicative translation: if it is impossible to find a TL idiom with similar meaning and form, 

idioms ought to be translated by equivalence or communicative translation, i.e. replacing an SL 

idiom by a TL idiom that has the same meaning but a different form. For instance, the English idiom 

like houses of cards is communicatively translated into the Kurdish idiom ك پُلی دۆمیىًَي [„like 

domino blocks‟[, which has similar meaning but a different form in the context of the following 

extract: 

Example 7: 

 Poor construction still seems to be our weakness. Buildings collapsed like  

 houses of cards…  

 ... ڕهاىٍ داد پْلی دۆهیٌَ كٍ ّاى میٌاب.  یَ لاّازی ئێوَخراپی بیٌاضازی خاڵی 

 [‘Poor construction is our weakness. The buildings collapsed like domino  

 blocks…’] 

c. Paraphrase: If communicative translation is not possible either, translators can always use 

paraphrase as a possible alternative. Chesterman (1997: 104) considers paraphrase a typical 

translation procedure for rendering idioms that do not have idiomatic counterparts in the target 

language. For example, since Kurdish has no idiomatic counterpart for the legal idiom due process - 
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short form for due process of law – this is effectively translated by paraphrase as ًكاویان پێی یاسا مافًب

 .[‟their rights are to be protected according to law„] پارێسراَ بێت

d. Omission: Apart from the translation procedures mentioned above, sometimes translators also omit 

idioms simply because they do not have counterparts in the TL or it is difficult to work out their 

meanings. This can be rightly criticised, because by omitting an idiom, although translators can 

avoid producing a nonsensical translation, the meaning of the message may be compromised. 

Moreover, the expressivity of the text also will be reduced, since idioms are considered expressive 

aspects of a language. The following extract is an example in which the idiom back-of-the-envelope 

is simply omitted in the translation: 

Example 8:  

But since being in Egypt, I‟ve been putting together my own back-of-the-envelope guess list of 

what I‟d call the “not-so-obvious forces” that  fed this mass revolt. 

ڵێن  دٍ        پێیاى   مَ م خۆپیشاًداًاًَ ی ئَماربۆ ُۆ  بٍّْ َُ خۆم یت ی تایبَ ٍّ لێنداًَ  هیشَ هیطرم َُ  هي لَ  ی ٍّ ّ ماتَ ڵام لَ بَ

 ". ُێسی ًاڕۆشي"

 [„But since being in Egypt, I‟ve had my own personal interpretation for the reasons of 

 the protests that I‟d call the “non-obvious forces”.‟] 

 2.2.4 Metaphors 

 Metaphors are considered expressive features of a language as they are “a device of the 

poetic imagination and the rhetorical flourish    a matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary 

language” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003: 3). Dickins et al. (2002: 147) define metaphor as “a figure of 

speech in which a word or phrase is used in a non-basic sense, this non-basic sense suggesting a 

likeness or analogy with another more basic sense of the same word or phrase”. Metaphor is seen as 

the most important of all what are conventionally known as figures of speech, not only because it is 

the most widespread but also because it presents the most challenging translation difficulties (ibid: 

146). Likewise, Newmark (1988: 104) claims that “[w]hilst the central problem of translation is the 

overall choice of a translation method for a text, the most important particular problem is the 

translation of metaphor”. Metaphor is said to “give rise to difficulties in translation between any 

two languages, but where the languages concerned are as relatively different culturally and 

linguistically as English and Arabic, the difficulties are sometimes quite pronounced” (Dickins et al. 

2002: 146). 

To overcome problems in metaphor translation, various translation procedures can be 

effectively employed, depending on the nature of the metaphor and the possible equivalents 
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available in the TL. This underlines the significance of the translators‟ knowledge of metaphors not 

only in the ST but also in the TL (which is usually the translator‟s mother tongue).The following 

translation procedures can be particularly useful in handling translation difficulties posed by 

metaphors: 

a. Communicative translation: This involves the replacement of a SL metaphor by a TL metaphor 

which uses a different image to express the same sense. For example, the metaphor stalemate in the 

phrase political stalemate is translated communicatively as ی سیاسیگرێ كُێري which is a metaphor 

with similar meaning but different form.  

b. Paraphrase: paraphrase is a practical procedure for translating metaphors, although it tends to 

reduce the expressiveness and vividness of the metaphor. In other words, paraphrasing metaphors 

involves the transference of sense at the expense of the metaphorical image. Consider the metaphor 

grassroots, in the following example, which is translated by paraphrase as  خًڵك ئاستًكاوی خُارەَەی  

[„lower levels of people‟]. 

 Example 9: 

 I think the more we have a democracy from the grassroots, the less likely there going  to have 

kind of the sectarian divisions.… 

 ڕەّشێنی ئارایُاتٌَ ریئَگَ ئَّا ،خوڵك خوارەوەی ئاستوكانی لَضَر َُبێت زیاترهاى دیوْمراضی تاّەمْ پێوْایَ

 …دەبێتَّە مَم تائیفی دابَشبًّْی هَترضیداری

 [„I think the more democracy we have at the lower levels of people, the less likely  

 there would be a dangerous situation of sectarian division…‟] 

d. Synonymy: This is particularly useful in the translation of dead metaphors, i.e. the type of metaphor 

which “one does not normally even realize is a metaphor as in a „talented‟ man or the „arm‟ of a 

chair” (Dickins et al. 2002: 149). Examples of metaphors translated by synonymy are: bottomless 

sectarian war > ًفیری قوڵی تایًش [„deep sectarian war‟], to paint the incident as a political act > 

 and to boost [‟to interpret the incident as a political act„] لێكذانهوەی ڕََداَەکً َەک كارێكی سیاسی

production >  پهرەپێذانی بًرًٌمٍێىان [„to develop production‟]. 

e. Literal translation: this can be sometimes acceptable, again in rendering dead metaphors, 

especially when the meaning of the metaphor is transparent. For instance, in the sentence Taiwan 

also edged away from the brink of national suicide, the metaphor suicide is effectively rendered by 

literal translation as خۆكوژی ویشتماوی.  

f. Omission: although omission is generally not preferred as a translation procedure, the data is not 

free of the wholesale omission of significant metaphors. Consider the omission of the metaphor 

booming in the sentence Protests, after all, are bad for business, and business is booming in 

Kurdistan. The term booming is a common dead metaphor in English business and economics 
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reports, which can be translated by sense, i.e. preserving the meaning but eliminating the image 

conjured up by the metaphor. Thus, the most appropriate translation procedure to translate booming 

might be generalization, rendering it as ًلً گًشًدای [„developing‟]. 

 2.3 Syntactic level 

 Despite being more flexible than other textual levels, translators come across various 

difficulties at the syntactic level in translations between English and Kurdish. The three most 

significant translation difficulties encountered at the syntactic level in the data are: (1) lacunae in 

structure, (2) limited range of possible structures, and (3) voice (active < > passive).  

 2.3.1 Lacunae in structure  

 Some English grammatical structures do not have equivalent constructions in Kurdish, such 

as, pre-modifying grammatical structures in English, which are marked by their concision. The 

phrase gender-based violence is an example of this, as a structure which can be translated by 

expansion (i.e. the use of more words in the TL) as تًْدّتیژی لَضَر بٌَهای جێٌدەری [„violence on the 

basis of gender‟]. Alternatively, the phrase can be translated by reduction (i.e. the use of fewer 

words in the TL) as تًْدّتیژی جێٌدەریی [„gender violence‟]. Another example is the phrase new-found 

status, which best translated by reduction as پێگَی ًْێ [„new status‟]. 

 2.3.2 Limited range of possible structures 

 In the construction of some grammatical structures, English seems to be more flexible than 

Kurdish. For instance, English conditional subordinate clauses can be standardly constructed using 

if clauses, modal verbs and past participles, whereas Kurdish has only the if clause )ئَگَر( to 

construct conditional structures. Therefore, English conditional clauses based on modal verbs or 

past participles have to be transposed into the Kurdish if clause )ئَگَر(. In that case the transposition 

involves a shift in the grammatical structure, as demonstrated in the example below: 

 Example 10:  

Should Iraq be dismembered, I can say that it won‟t be the Kurds who will be the agents of 

division. 

 .ًابيشنردًَدابَ ّئَ ئاهرازی ّ ُۆمار مْردمَ بڵێن تْاًندٍ بێت،پارچَپارچَ عیراق رگوئو

[„If Iraq is dismembered, I can say that the Kurds won‟t be the cause and the means of this 

division.‟] 
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 Likewise, English is very flexible in the construction of direct reported speech; the speaker 

can be mentioned at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of the speech. Kurdish, however, has 

only one possible structure in which the speaker precedes the speech. Hence, when translating 

English direct speeches where the speaker occurs in the middle or at the end of the speech, the 

syntactic structure of the ST extract should be transposed to the speaker-initial position structure, as 

shown in the example below. Otherwise, the translation will violate the conventions of the syntactic 

structure of Kurdish direct reported speeches.  

 Example 11: 

“Generally the response to such acts is one of horror but it is an act that also elicits 

sympathy”, says Dr Biggs. 

 .“ردیَُاّدٍ ّ ترشهردًَهجۆرٍئَ رراهبَبَ ڵْێطتَُ”:ڵێتده گسبی دكتۆر

[„Dr Biggs says, “responses towards such a form of death are one of horror and  

 sympathy”‟]. 

 Since direct reported speech is very common in journalistic texts, especially news reports, 

translators have to be very cautious and confine themselves to the conventions of the TL structure. 

In recent years, some Kurdish media occasionally use unconventional constructions where the 

speaker occurs at the end of the speech. These instances are most likely produced by inexperienced 

translators and influenced by English syntactic conventions.  

 2.3.3 Voice: Active < > passive 

 Another aspect of syntactic level that is likely to cause translation difficulty is that of voice. 

The voice that works in the SL may not work in the TL. For a translation  product to be natural-

sounding, translators have to adhere to TL syntactic norms. This may require a structural 

modulation
1
 from active voice to passive voice or vice versa. Consider the following example, in 

which the English passive voice has to be translated into active voice in Kurdish, which would 

otherwise sound extremely odd: 

 Example 12: 

Scientists discuss the earthquake in Van, but they do not discuss the certainty that Istanbul 

will be hit by an earthquake. 

                                                           
1 Modulation is defined as “a variation of the form of the message, obtained by a change in the point of 

view” (Vinay and Darbelnet 1995: 36). A change between active voice and passive is only one type of 

modulation.  
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َشَی َ زاًاکاى هٌاق ًٍَّاکَى کَب َلام باش ل َشاری ّاى، ب َرزٍدٍکَى ل ٍَّزهمینلورزهئوستومبولیش  زٍهیي ل دڵٌیایی

 دهىوژێنیت.

[„Scientists discuss the earthquake in Van, but they do not discuss the certainty that 

earthquake will also shake Istanbul.‟] 

 Although active voice is considered the basic structure that is available in almost all 

languages, occasionally English active voice structures have to be translated into passive voice in 

Kurdish, as in the following extract: 

 Example 13: 

Since Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798, Egyptians have wanted to catch up with the 

West.  

 .ىبگَ ڕۆژئاّابَّیطتّْیاًَ ماىهیطریَ ،٨٩٧١ساڵیلو وهناپلیۆنو نلایولو میسرداگیركردنیكاتیلو

[„Since Egypt’s invasion by Napolean in 1798, Egyptians have wanted to catch up with the 

West.‟] 

 3. Translation constraints at cultural level  

 It is wise to begin with Nida‟s (1964: 161) assertion that “differences between cultures cause 

many more severe complications for the translator than do differences in language structure”. When 

confronted with culture-specific terms, translators need to go beyond the boundary of language and 

operate in a wider area where language and culture are combined. As far as the data is concerned, 

the difficulties encountered at the cultural level are of four types: (1) cultural lacunae, (2) proper 

names, (3) appellative( addressing people‟s names), and (4) new institutional terms. 

 3.1 Cultural lacunae  

 This can be either a lexical gap, where a cultural term does not have an equivalent lexical 

item in the TL, or a semantic gap where an idea expressed in the SL culture does not have a 

corresponding expression in the TL culture. Consider in the following the two culture-specific terms 

hawks and doves: 

 Example 14: 

The surge in Afghanistan barely appeased hawks, while his rhetoric about withdrawal 

barely pleased doves.   

میًدییَزاهَڕٍ"ڵۆكانىو"لێدا بڕیار فغاًطتاىئَلَهرینایئَماًیُێسٍیژهارٍ زیادمردًیتیضتراتیژییَئۆباهاتێما

 .ُێٌاًَ كانكۆترهباڵیبَتیًاعَقَ مرد ظٍّمشاًَلَ باضی ّّتارێندالَ ماتێل ّ ًیشاًدا هیاىمَ
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 [„When Obama decided on the strategy of increasing the American forces in   

 Afghanistan the hawks showed little approval,and when in a statement he talked  

 about withdrawal, he could not please the doves’ wing.‟] 

 In US political culture, the term hawks refers to the party that favours war and the term 

doves refers to the party that favours peace. Since the two terms do not have a place in Kurdish 

culture, they pose a challenging translation difficulty. The terms cannot be directly transferred as 

they would be incomprehensible to the target readers. On the other hand, it is not the translator‟s 

duty to introduce readers to the concepts, which would require a lengthy paraphrase. The translator 

rendered the terms literally hoping that readers may understand the connotative meanings of the 

concepts, based on their knowledge of the world and/or perhaps their previous readings where they 

may have come across the concept. It is worth mentioning that the literal translation of the second 

term also involves  explicitation
1
, translating doves as مۆترٍماى  which ,[‟the doves‟ wing„] باڵی

indicates that it is a reference to a political orientation.  

Regarding semantic gaps as a cultural difficulty, consider the English cultural expression 

litter louts. Such a cultural expression is meaningful only in the context of the original culture. 

When translating it into Kurdish, for example, one wonders which translation procedure would 

sound the most appropriate. In fact, each possible procedure has its disadvantage one way or 

another. First of all, paraphrase is not a preferred procedure in journalism translation, where brevity 

is important for time and space reasons. Transference is also ruled out when dealing with 

expressions rather than individual lexical items, especially since English and Kurdish use different 

alphabets. Literal translation can be considered a possible procedure, but again it has its 

disadvantages. In the data, the expression is literally translated as ئاژاّەگێراًی پاشواّە, which sounds 

unfamiliar to the target readership. Thanks to the context, however, the readers can still perceive it 

is as an expression originating from British society:  

The questions „litter louts‟ as we call them in the UK, should ask themselves are:  who do I 

want to pick up after me and how much would I want to pay them to do  it?   

 3.2 Proper names 

 Decades ago, proper names were considered untranslatable. One of the early considerations 

of the issue of proper names in translation refers back to Zabeeh (1968: 69), who views proper 

                                                           
1 Explicitation is a translation procedure which is defined as “the technique of making explicit in the target 

text information what is implicit in the source text” (Klaudy 2009: 104). 
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names as “international items which belong to no specific language”, believing they cannot and 

should not be translated. In line with Zabeeh, more than a decade later Newmark believes (1981: 

70) that proper nouns locate outside language belonging to the encyclopaedia rather than dictionary, 

and since they have no meaning or connotations, proper names are “both untranslatable and not to 

be translated”. More recently, Christina Nord (2003: 182) suggests that it is rather a perception to 

consider proper names untranslatable, because “looking at translated texts we find that translators 

do all sorts of things with proper names”. 

 The most appropriate procedure for translating proper names is borrowing or transference, 

which simply involves the conversion of alphabets from the SL into the TL. But translators also 

need to bear in mind that transferring proper names is not always a smooth and straightforward 

process, especially between languages using different alphabets such as English and Kurdish, where 

the transference will inevitably involve transliteration, i.e. adapting to the TL alphabet. As far as 

English and Kurdish are concerned, discrepancies in the sounds available in the two languages are a 

source of difficulty in the process of transferring English proper names into Kurdish.  Kurdish lacks 

five sounds that exist in English, namely:  /θ/,  /ð/, /ŋ/, /ʌ/ and /əː/. In the absence of an academy or 

other body to attempt to decide what is appropriate for Kurdish, this discrepancy has caused 

inconsistency or even inappropriate transliterations of some proper names. 

 In the data, for instance, the proper name The Times is transliterated as زی تایوس [„Ze Times‟[, 

i.e. replacing /ð/ by /z/ as the closest possible sound, which does not seem to be an adequate 

transliteration. The sound issue could be effectively eliminated by dropping The and transliterating 

the proper noun as  ڕۆژًاهَی تایوس[„Times Newspaper‟]. 

More importantly, in the case of English and Kurdish translation, cities with two names can 

be particularly problematic. For example, the cities Tripoli andHeliopolishave different names in 

Arabic (طرابلص and عیي شوص,  respectively). Although the Arabic names are normally used in 

Kurdish, in the data, the English names are transliterated as ُێلیپۆلیص and تریپۆڵی, which sound 

unfamiliar to the target audience. 

 3.3 Appellative: addressing people’s names  
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 Obviously, titles such as Mr, Ms, Mrs and Miss are English culture-specific terms, and 

should be translated by cultural adaptation
1
, i.e. their cultural counterparts in the TL. Thus, Mr. > 

َڕێس or (transliterated as: Kak) ماك  .(transliterated as: Xatw) خاتّْ < Ms, Mrs and Miss ,[‟respected„] ب

The real translation issue occurs in the way these titles are used. For example, the form of address in 

which the title is followed by family name does not work in Kurdish. It has to be adapted into a 

form that is conventional in Kurdish (e.g. first name + family name), thus Mr. Hashimi > تارق ُاشوی 

[„Tariq Hashimi‟]. Alternatively, the title can be simply omitted as a way of eliminating the 

translation constraint, e.g. Mr Obama > ئۆباها [„Obama‟]. It is important to point out that Kurdish 

does not make use of family name alone, unless it refers to a familiar, prominent figure.  

 3.4  New institutional terms  

 Established institutional terms generally do not pose translation difficulties. For instance, 

established institutional terms such as United Nations and European Union have standard 

translations in Kurdish: َمگرتّْماى ی ٍَّ َت ً and َّرّپا َمێتی ئ  respectively.  Translating new ,ی

institutional terms, however, seems to be problematic. Institutional terms, especially international 

ones, usually enter a language through translators. So when translators encounter a new institutional 

term that has never been translated into their language before, they find it challenging to translate it 

in a way that is appropriate and comprehensible to target readers. The new institutional term All-

Party Parliamentary Group on Kurdistan is an example of such a challenge. The problem with this 

term is that it has various forms in the SL, such as: APPG, All-Party Group for Kurdistan and All-

Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on the Kurdistan Region in Iraq. So the term does not have an 

established form in the SL, let alone an established translation in the TL. As a result, the term is 

translated in three different ways, as follows: 

 ریتاًیابَ ماًیفرامطیۆًَ هَُّْ گرّّپی •

 ریتاًیابَ هاًیرلَپَ ًاّ ماًیپارتَ گرّپی •

  ریتاًیابَ ماًیپارتَ گرّپی •

 The inconsistency, or rather confusion, in translating the term is a result of the difficulty 

posed by the new institutional term. 

                                                           
1 Cultural adaptation is a translation procedure in which “an SL culture-specific term will be replaced by a 

cultural term that occupies the same cultural situation in the TL and conforms to the TL cultural norms” 

(Rasul 2015: 78). 
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When confronting new institutional terms, Newmark suggests „translation label‟ as an 

appropriate procedure, which involves the literal translation of a term that is put in inverted commas 

as a transitional rendering (1988: 90). It is noteworthy that transparent new institutional terms are 

less likely to pose translation difficulties, e.g. Bahrain Center for Human Rights >  َماًی َری هاف ضًَت

َحرٍیي َب  .[‟Human Rights Centre in Bahrain„] هرۆڤل

 4. Conclusion  

 Translation is conditioned by linguistic and cultural factors, and each factor is bound to pose 

translation difficulties. The linguistic aspect of translation is of a multi-layered nature, consisting of 

lexical, semantic and syntactic levels. Translators are likely to encounter different translation 

difficulties at each level. In the data concerned, the difficulties that arise at various linguistic levels 

have obliged the translators to resort to a wide range of translation procedures, some of them 

employed effectively, while others can be improved on or even criticised.  

At the lexical level, lacunae are an immediate translation constraint, along with collocational 

constraints and limited range of word class on the part of some TL lexical items. These constraints 

make direct translation impossible. To overcome such constraints, an array of translation procedures 

is employed, depending on the nature of the difficulty, the context in which an instance occurs, the 

possible alternatives available to tackle the constraint and translator's orientation towards the text 

and the audience.  

In relation to the semantic level, which is the central issue in translating informative texts, 

including journalistic texts, four areas of meaning can be particularly problematic, namely: limited 

range of meaning, polysemy, idioms and metaphors. In the case of idioms and metaphors it is not 

only meaning that matters, but also the stylistic effects produced. This requires translators to opt for 

a semantically and stylistically equivalent idiom or metaphor in the first instance. If this is 

impossible, translators should look at idioms and metaphors having the same meaning but a 

different stylistic form. Despite the importance of the stylistic effects created by idioms and 

metaphors in journalism, they are sometimes paraphrased into unidiomatic and non-metaphorical 

expressions, and in extreme cases, they are even completely omitted. 

The syntactic level is always a more flexible level than the semantic one in terms of 

translation. Yet, in the case of English-Kurdish translation, there are issues to be taken into 

consideration. Lacunae in structure for some English syntactic constructions, limited range of 

structure in the case of reporting direct speech and voice can cause translation difficulties. 
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Translation procedures such as expansion, reduction, modulation and transposition can be 

particularly helpful to deal with these translation difficulties. 

At the cultural level, any culture-specific term can be an impediment in translation since the 

focus is not only on the meaning of the cultural term, but also on how it is perceived by members of 

the TL community. In the case of English-Kurdish translation, the areas of translation difficulty 

identified at the cultural level are: lexical and semantic cultural gaps, proper nouns, appellative 

(addressing people‟s names) and new institutional terms. The translation constraints encountered at 

the cultural level have necessitated the use of various translation procedures, such as: literal 

translation, transference/transliteration and cultural adaptation.   
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